Introduction
• TAMA300 observed during August 1 and September 20, 2001 . (Data Taking 6) Total length of data amounted to 1039 hours.
• TAMA300 also observed during February 14 and April 14, 2003. (Data Taking 8) Total length of data amounted to 1163 hours. • Divide each template into n mutually independent bins in frequency domain.
Coalescing compact binaries
• Test whether the contribution to from each bins agree with that expected from chirp signal 
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The fluctuation of noise power in DT8 is small.
It is found that the stability of DT8 data is better than that of DT6 data with respect to amplitude of noise power spectrum.
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• The variation of number of templates is not due to the variation of absolute amplitude of power spectrum, but due to the variation of the shape of noise power spectrum. It is found that DT8 data are more stable than DT6 data with respect to the number of templates, which probably means the stability of DT8 data whit respect to the shape of the power spectrum.
• The mass parameter space depend on power spectrum of noise. This parameter space is not changed within the continuously locked segment. However, in order to take into account the variation of the noise power spectrum with time , we use a different mass parameter space for different locked segment.
• A discrete mass parameter space is determined so that the maximum loss of SNR become less than 3% • We find from the distribution of that the DT8 result has longer tail than DT6 data. Such events with large must be due to the non-Gaussian noise since the value of of them are also very large.
• The distribution of is also more spread in DT8 case than in DT6 case.
• Thus, in terms of the distribution of and , the stability of DT8 does not seem to be better than DT6.
• However, most of events with large in DT8 have larger than that of DT6. • We found that the value of becomes larger, when the amplitude of signal becomes larger even if the events are real.
In such situation, if we reject events simply by the value of , we may lose real events with large amplitude.
• We thus introduce a statistic , to distinguish between candidate events and noise events If GW events really happened, the value of would become much larger than tail of distribution. • :Detection efficiency ε
In matched filtering analysis, we do not see events which exceed the tail of the distribution of events significantly. Even in this case, we can estimate the upper limit to the event rate.
To estimate detection efficiency, we perform Galactic event simulation
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